Conflicts with Member State and Foreign Law

Clear rules on conflicts with foreign law (Arts. 15 and 16)

To improve the efficiency and resilience of information systems, electronic data is nowadays often stored across national borders. This also means that when LEAs demand data, that data located in countries outside the Union and its disclosure might violate foreign law. The Commission’s proposal established two separate procedures through which a provider can challenge an EPO on these grounds.

These safeguards provide protections for both users and providers. Ensuring that LEA demands for data address potential conflicts in a responsible way. Therefore, the protections provided for users and providers have been weakened.

The Council text has made the requirements for courts to communicate with third-country authorities to resolve identified conflicts of laws optional rather than mandatory, alongside prohibits service providers from disclosing that they have received an Order. This means that third countries may never know that EU authorities have forced the provider to violate their laws. Ultimately making it impossible for service providers to object or defend the underlying fundamental rights of the Order.

We are concerned that where a court determines that enforcement of the Order would violate third-country laws protecting fundamental rights, the Council text authorises the court to uphold the Order. The Council text gives providers only 10 days to file a reasoned objection. This short period for service providers to assess the Order is far too short for providers to prepare such analysis.

There should also be a mechanism to guide providers when compliance with an order would violate the laws of a Member State other than that of the enforcing State.

We encourage the European Parliament to not only reinstate the Commission’s original proposal for Art. 15 but improve by allowing Member State courts to lift an Order if any conflict. Also, service providers should be allowed to intervene in court proceedings. Providers should have the ability to challenge compliance with orders that create a risk of such conflicts.
We welcome the recognition in the explanatory memorandum of the prohibitions within the US Electronic Communications Privacy Act, limiting the disclosure of content data; acknowledging that MLAs should remain the main tool to access such data. Recognising that an international agreement with the US is the potential route to tackle this conflict. We continue to believe that explicit acknowledgement of this clear conflict of law would ensure consistent interpretation across Member States.

Member State notification (Art. 7a)

The Council introduced the additional notification procedure to another Member State. Stating that in cases where the issuing LEA has reasonable grounds to believe that an EPO seeks data (content) of a person who is not residing on its own territory, it must send a copy of the EPOC to the enforcing Member State.

Issues may arise where the issuing authority believes that the requested content data may be protected by immunities and privileges of the enforcing Member State, there is no obligation for the enforcing authority to clarify the issue within 10 days. In addition, the notification procedure shall have no suspensive effect on the obligations of the EPOC addressee. Situations may arise where a service provider responds, within 10 days, only to find out that the enforcing authority confirms the disclosed content data was protected by an immunities or privilege. This could lead to legal liability for service providers.

Furthermore, there should be a requirement to notify the Member State where the user whose information is sought resides. Relevant procedural protections and remedies often arise under the laws of the Member State where a person resides, which often will not be the enforcing Member State. For example, Ireland may be inundated with notices since many service providers have established their law enforcement compliance team in Ireland. This will create a difficult situation for the Irish authorities to evaluate all orders.

By not informing the affected Member States risks abrogating the fundamental rights of individuals whose data is targeted. In addition, providers will be compelled to disclose a person’s data in situations where doing so would conflict with the law of the Member State where the person resides. This could be circumvented if the affected Member State is unaware of an issued order.

We urge the European Parliament to require the issuing authority to notify the Member State of the EPO where the person targeted by the order resides. The 10-day timeline for compliance with the EPO by the service provider should be suspended until the enforcing authority is able to verify whether the requested data is protected by immunities or privilege grounds.
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